Mobile Applications
for Enterprise
Bring “Less Touch, More Trust” to a range of environments
Today, rf IDEAS® extends our industry-leading WAVE ID® authentication technologies into the
industry’s most flexible and accessible range of mobile credential solutions.
These on-the-go, contactless solutions provide seamless authentication via smartphone
credentials while offering compatibility with existing cards.

Mobile Applications for Enterprise
Here are just a few of the ways that mobility delivers a clear advantage is safety,
security and productivity

Identity Access
Management
Use WAVE ID® Mobile
readers with integrated
Bluetooth® technology to
eliminate usernames and
passwords. Access records,
files and equipment with
a quick wave versus timeconsuming logins.

Smart Wallet
Give employees a fast and
convenient way to login
and pay for cafeteria or
vending machine items,
parking garage use, health
club memberships or other
office perks.

Contact Tracing
Organizations of all sizes
can use mobile readers as
a critical element in their
proactive contact tracing
efforts. Positive cases can be
traced from lobby to office,
cafeteria to conference
room, streamlining efforts to
mitigate spread.

Training
Securely and effortlessly
track employee attendance
at required training
sessions, seminars or
mandatory events.

Time & Attendance
Automatically and accurately
capture employee or vendor
credentials to analyze arrivals,
departures, or breaks. Know
who’s participating in special
events or logging into hourly
timesheets.

Secure Print
Use smartphone credentials
to provide simple, powerful
protection against
unauthorized access to
confidential documents and
other important data found
on network-connected
multifunction printers.

Mobile Applications for Enterprise
A wide range of high-performance readers

WAVE ID® Mobile Readers
To support mobility in all ecorporate environments, rf IDEAS®
offers dual-frequency readers that incorporate a Bluetooth®
reader for reading existing 125 kHz proximity or 13.56 MHz
contactless smart cards.

Our growing list of mobile credential readers include:
WAVE ID® Mobile Reader
for Orange Business Services Pack ID
WAVE ID® Mobile Reader for Safetrust Wallet
WAVE ID® Mobile Reader for HID Mobile Access®

For more application information,
visit www.rfIDEAS.com/mobile
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